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2017: What can we expect? 
from Rob Grossinger 

Happy New Year to all!  As we begin 2017, the question our staff has on their
minds is; "What will happen this year?" Any answer that does not include, "the
unexpected" is probably not accurate. To keep this article under a thousand
pages, I will narrowly focus on our work in the stabilization of the residential real
estate markets in distressed communities.
  
Communities with a high rate of vacant and abandoned properties remain as
prominent today as they did a year ago. Real estate markets that are
economically broken still maintain a gap between the cost of acquisition and

rehabilitation versus the "as rehabbed" sales price the market can sustain. Real Estate Owned (REO)
properties and delinquent mortgage notes being sold will continue at their higher than historical pace in
2017. What we face as headwinds in our work will continue unabated this year.  

What we need to remind ourselves is we will continue our hard work to revitalize these distressed
communities, to reclaim vacant and abandoned properties, and to support each others' efforts to serve
the people and places most in need of stable, quality housing stock. What we do on a daily basis
remains exactly the same as it was a year ago. What we need to collectively be cognizant of are some
of the issues/opportunities coming our way in 2017.

I'll leave out the political front for now, except to say, whatever we believe in, whatever we do, we just
may need to be a bit louder about it. On the more narrow distressed real estate market front, let us all
be poised to respond to the following: the possibility the larger purchasers of delinquent mortgage notes
(NPLs) will seek to rid themselves of their lowest value assets; that continued sales of NPLs by FHA
and the GSE's will provide opportunities for the nonprofit community to collaborate more closely to
become larger players in this arena; that poorly modified mortgages done in 2009, 2010, and 2011
may hit their reset limit which could produce another wave of foreclosures; and, partnerships with
private capital and financial institutions in general will be much more important due to the potential for
further retrenchment by the Federal government in its support for affordable housing.

As I mentioned, expect the unexpected and let us hope to all be flexible enough to address our shared
missions in light of this.

Rob Grossinger serves as President for NCST.

EVENT:
Baltimore African American Home Ownership & Equity Symposium 
 
When: February 10, 2017 | 1pm to 4pm ET
 
Where: Reginald F. Lewis Museum of Maryland African
American History & Culture, 830 E Pratt St, Baltimore, MD,



21202  
 
 
All Baltimore banks and minority-focused nonprofits across
Baltimore are invited to attend this Symposium. A panel of
Baltimore African American nonprofit leaders will interface with
senior staff from the Federal Reserve Board System, Federal
Reserve Bank of Richmond, Office of the Currency of the
Comptroller, FDIC, FHFA, and National Community Stabilization
Trust on the issue of and solutions for addressing highly-distressed
African American communities. The distress in these communities is driven by tens of thousands of
abandoned homes, a lack of African American home ownership, a lack of home equity and the needed
development of African American-led and focused nonprofit home builders. Access to affordable capital
is a significant component needed to rebuild these communities.  

You do not need to register in advance.
If you have any questions, please email Al Pina at pina@fmcrc.org.

Al Pina is the Chair/CEO of the Baltimore Minority Community Reinvestment Coalition (BMCRC)  
and Florida Minority Community Reinvestment Coalition (FMCRC).

Baltimore, Maryland is one of the focus markets for the Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative program. 

 

 

NCST QUICK SURVEY: Community Update Readers  

We'd like to hear from you to ensure we provide  
informative and useful content in our 2017 communications.  

Will you please take a short 4 question survey?

Please click here to take the survey.

Thank you! 
 

FHFA Embraces Neighborhood Stabilization in its
Final Duty to Serve Rule

Duty to Serve Public Listening Sessions Being Held -
see box at bottom of this article to register

The Federal Housing Finance Agency, which regulates Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac, finalized their "Duty to Serve" rule last week. The rule implements the provisions
of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 instructing Fannie and Freddie to increase
secondary market activity to certain underserved sectors, including manufactured, rural and affordable
housing. (Visit FHFA.gov/DTS for more information.)

NCST submitted comments to the proposed rule that focused on three topics:

How the rule can support state and local neighborhood stabilization efforts and foreclosure and
abandonment prevention.
The usefulness of shared equity models in stabilizing neighborhoods.
The importance of residential economic diversity in stabilizing neighborhoods.

Several of NCST's national partners, including the Center for Community Progress, CFED, and the
Housing Partnership Network, signed onto our comment letter.

As a result of our advocacy, FHFA added a new section under the heading of "affordable
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housing preservation" that recognized the importance of addressing blighted neighborhoods
and abandoned properties. FHFA will now include in its definition of "preservation" those activities
that literally preserve the physical integrity of distressed housing stock because "FHFA finds that
financing to address blighted properties is critical to preserve the affordability of those properties as well
as naturally occurring affordability in their surrounding neighborhoods."

Specifically, the final rule "establishes a Regulatory Activity for Enterprise support of financing for
certain distressed properties." Qualifying products include those "that support purchases, repairs,
rehabilitations, or demolition work on homes eligible for short sale, homes eligible for foreclosure sale, or
REO, including rental homes" will be eligible for Duty to Serve credit.

Note that this section encompasses not only products for individual homebuyers, but also for nonprofits
engaged in neighborhood stabilization work. Further, credit is not limited to geographies meeting a
particular definition of distress, recognizing that "very low-, low-, and moderate-income families also
should have the opportunity to purchase vacant and abandoned homes in other areas."

Additionally, Duty to Serve credit will be awarded for shared equity activities that offer a sustainable
form of affordable homeownership, preserving the affordability of both newly constructed and existing
homes to initial and subsequent purchasers. "The purpose of this Regulatory Activity is to help income-
eligible families build wealth through sustainable homeownership." The final rule also awards extra
credit for activities that promote "residential economic diversity," which is defined as an "activity in
connection with mortgages on: (1) affordable housing in a high opportunity area; or (2) mixed-income
housing in an area of concentrated poverty." This definition is consistent with NCST's comment
recommending credit not only for programs that move families into "high opportunity areas" but also
those that bring economic diversity into currently distressed areas.

NCST commends FHFA for its diligent work on this long-awaited rule, which we expect to have
a positive, lasting impact in the neighborhood stabilization space.

Duty to Serve listening sessions: Underserved Markets Plans 
FHFA, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will co-host a series of public listening sessions, 

coinciding with the drafting of the Underserved Markets Plans. The Underserved Markets 
Plans describe the activities the enterprises will undertake to meet their 

Duty to Serve obligations over a three-year period. 

Listening sessions - select the date/location that works for you: 
* Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2017 - Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. 

* Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2017 - Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. 
* Wednesday, Feb. 8, 2017 - FHFA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. 

* Thursday, Feb. 9, 2017 - via webinar.

Click here to REGISTER by Jan. 11, 2017

The in-person listening sessions are tentatively scheduled to begin at 9am and conclude at 5pm.
Lunch and refreshments will be provided. 

Those unable to attend can also submit suggestions via email. 

Detroit Home Renovation Offers Retired Resident the Opportunity  
to Return to Her Neighborhood
 
The State of Michigan is constructing a new International bridge crossing to Canada in Southwest Detroit
(Delray Community). The bridge construction requires the state to buy out and relocate the residents in
the Delray community. Southwest Housing Solutions (SWHS) was approached by the city of Detroit to
assist Delray residents who require assistance in their relocation efforts.

Recently, SWHS offered services to a retired 74 year-old Delray resident whose income is under 80%
AMI. A home purchased through the NCST Enhanced Offer program was chosen for this woman. It is a
Colonial-style home built in 1930 with 1,500 square feet, 3 bedrooms and 1.5 bathrooms. Now once
again, this proud homeowner lives in the exact neighborhood she lived in prior to moving to Delray. She
moved in with her beloved dog, and is thrilled with the renovated home, which includes a finished
basement that offers plenty of room for her grandchildren's visits.
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZGqN_HBadOr9x9cVSOSgiP5IRYYpWgtU-bI3GQfEgfGriVAh1KLVNMnwyFhnek1O3reFUA7uxHrCASuPxVrsX6CHE_cETfr8Lu0I5_RsKCtPSYJ5gloaH3UhDG4Xpij8X6YlmDQ9p04SneooHYnLAujFmLb_OovrkVV0RYQW8diAhbLXHrM81-AeqNR--IZiryCF5XKxxsO7VH8PgM6gRhsU7QTAGOjzA_JMxxpZC0CO2-TcYU-b0QJfalo-TL22yPuPquVxwoIMGZKyc2uPstXX2Sn_1bQnYb3MaeKnS8Q=&c=&ch=
mailto:DutyToServeStakeholders@FHFA.gov


Thank you for your good work, SWHS! Your continued commitment to the Detroit area is helping to
restore our nation's affordable neighborhoods.

LIVE WEBCAST: 
Housing Policy Past and Future:
Lessons Learned through the Crisis and the Path
Forward  

Wednesday, January 11, 2017, 6:00-8:00 pm EST 
WATCH THE LIVE WEBCAST 
 
The Urban Institute invites you to watch live as key senior housing and housing finance officials from
both sides of the aisle reflect on the most challenging issues of the day.  
The agenda and full list of speakers are available here.

Registration is not required to view the webcast. 
For inquiries regarding this event, please contact events@urban.org.
#LiveAtUrban  

HUD: Secretary Castro Exits and Dr. Ben Carson's Nomination

"Housing as a Platform for Opportunity" is the exit memo issued by HUD Cabinet Secretary
Julián Castro." In the memo, Sec. Castro highlights the accomplishments of the Obama administration
and the work that lies ahead as the nation's housing markets continue to heal from the recession, and
while many high-cost areas remain in the grip of an affordable rental housing crisis. You may read the
full memo here.

Nomination Hearing - Thursday, Jan. 12: The Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
committee will hold a nomination hearing for Dr. Ben Carson as HUD Secretary at 10 a.m. EST. The
actual hearing will take place in the Dirksen Senate Office Building, room 538, and is also available
via webcast here. 
 

......For Community Buyers in Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative (NSI) Communities....

Need a refresher on the NSI Program Improvements?
(Triage Offer Requests, Value Cap and Pricing Model)

Do you need a New Year refresher for the three major updates to the NSI Program? Please click here
for the .pdf document that details the changes to the NSI triage offer value cap increase, NSI program
value cap Increase in Baltimore, Miami and New York/New Jersey MSAs, and Fannie Mae pricing
model adjustment.

For more information about the triage process, please review the Triage Overview training

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZGqN_HBadOr9x9cVSOSgiP5IRYYpWgtU-bI3GQfEgfGriVAh1KLVNMnwyFhnek1OyE4NA4nZuvZF0f5--Nk7bKAvilPFvGikGV66Tm4j9X6g-gUmuK9X0NHWFQTxeewaDwXHKfgemZJWYpxAaDD6wVFGop_BWicqTw83bUG06JpsYoHz36eHfv8u5maLbf8z_fcapyd1EhZRhoD_qF4cc6uGWfPBByIyC-OmOHe54FBXcDzkES2gNokAX_JgHHZxBIKkvu0x6WtoeyYE0jRBeN5fgxrhMM2tsIxXhX13y3bInnvpcfFE4i5NCrBA384J04BJU6idh1b-aNFshSi2--9vTb2YZ0tOeL0R_L24Tb1t0yf8EKeukGWLIk4bVmjGE5H_LqbQCxb-TIM3PpzykchUX-hn3Xi7RVNDS6H6dkelYD8I7N0DwF9U-T6fpxUlVp-FzAswX1azNlOWHpehn44Udtp4Q8uJcEAC0tOI2Ov5NKgQPIMeklNFBj2pKBch&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ZGqN_HBadOr9x9cVSOSgiP5IRYYpWgtU-bI3GQfEgfGriVAh1KLVNMnwyFhnek1OyE4NA4nZuvZF0f5--Nk7bKAvilPFvGikGV66Tm4j9X6g-gUmuK9X0NHWFQTxeewaDwXHKfgemZJWYpxAaDD6wVFGop_BWicqTw83bUG06JpsYoHz36eHfv8u5maLbf8z_fcapyd1EhZRhoD_qF4cc6uGWfPBByIyC-OmOHe54FBXcDzkES2gNokAX_JgHHZxBIKkvu0x6WtoeyYE0jRBeN5fgxrhMM2tsIxXhX13y3bInnvpcfFE4i5NCrBA384J04BJU6idh1b-aNFshSi2--9vTb2YZ0tOeL0R_L24Tb1t0yf8EKeukGWLIk4bVmjGE5H_LqbQCxb-TIM3PpzykchUX-hn3Xi7RVNDS6H6dkelYD8I7N0DwF9U-T6fpxUlVp-FzAswX1azNlOWHpehn44Udtp4Q8uJcEAC0tOI2Ov5NKgQPIMeklNFBj2pKBch&c=&ch=
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Feb. 2-4 New Partners for Smart Growth Conference St. Louis, MO  

Feb. 7  ULI Michigan Young Leaders Group Detroit, MI  

Feb. 10 Baltimore African American Home Ownership & Equity
Symposium (contact: Al Pina) 

Baltimore, MD

Feb. 14-17 MBA National Mortgage Servicing Conference & Expo Dallas, TX

Feb. 20-24 NeighborWorks America NTI Seattle, WA   

Feb. 22-25 NH & RA Conference Bonita Springs, FL

Feb 29 - Mar. 2 NCSHA Legislative Conference Washington, DC.  

March 2 Detroit Policy Conference Detroit, MI  

March 13-14 IL Governors Conf. on Affordable Housing     Chicago, IL 

March 23-23 SMITHs Research & Ratings: Affordable Housing Finance
Conf. 

New Orleans

March 27-29 NAHREP Housing Policy & Hispanic Lending Conf. Washington, D.C     
 

March 28-30 NCRC Annual Conference Washington, D.C  

presentation at: http://www.stabilizationtrust.org/buyer-resources.
 
NCST greatly appreciates your continued feedback on ways to improve the NSI program. If you
have any questions, please contact your SAM. 

Grant Funding Available for Affordable Housing Projects

Grants available in: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia

 
FHLBank Atlanta's 2017 Affordable Housing Program (AHP) will award up to $500,000 per project to
the Bank's member financial institutions and their community housing partners for the acquisition,
construction, rehabilitation, and development of affordable rental and ownership housing. Nonprofit and
for profit developers, public entities and others involved in affordable housing are encouraged to apply!
Applications for the 2017 AHP Competitive will be available beginning January 3, 2017. The deadline
for submission is February 2, 2017. 

Click here for details, and for information about the December 20 webinars.

Industry Conferences & Events

NCST will attend and serve as panelists for a wide range of 2017 industry conferences and events. We
enjoy the opportunity to see and meet many of our partners on the road, as well as share our industry
knowledge. Visit our complete list of conferences on our website for updates.

                       
 
Do you know of a conference we should attend or where our team's knowledge about neighborhood
revitalization and housing policy can be shared? Please drop us a line.

Community Buyers - Share Your Stories
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We know you've had some great accomplishments, and we'd like to share your
success stories and photos with other local providers and our Seller Partners. So
brag a little, and share your Buyer/Property Success Stories.

We're making it much easier for you - in REOTrack, when you submit
your final reporting, just click on the "Good Story Flag" box and we'll
take it from there. Or you can always email Sally or call her (number below)
and she'll work with you on your story.

If you have any questions, please contact Sally via email or phone: 214-710-3411. Thank you!

Industry Headlines
Below are recent, notable headlines regarding our
industry.    

Deutsche Bank Eyes Private Equity Help in
U.S. Settlement
http://bloom.bg/2iRz04g 
Deutsche Bank AG is supposed to give relief to
subprime mortgage borrowers as part of a $7.2 billion settlement with the U.S.
government. It is considering an unusual approach to meeting that requirement: lending
money to private equity firms and hedge funds. Germany's biggest bank, dogged last
year by questions about its capital levels, is exploring ways to avoid using its balance
sheet to buy soured mortgages that it can partially forgive, according to a person with
knowledge of the matter. One option it's reviewing is to instead lend to firms like Lone Star
Funds, which specialize in buying bad mortgages from government auctions and lowering
consumers' obligations. ...
Preliminary terms of the agreement with the Department of Justice included $4.1 billion of
relief to borrowers over at least five years, Deutsche Bank said last month. ... It's not clear
that the government would allow it to get credit for borrower relief by financing these funds,
the person said. Other banks that have settled with the U.S. have bought loans, or have
received credit for modifying loans they made themselves, even if they no longer owned
them. ...
If Deutsche Bank does go this route and the government approves it, the deal could draw
protests from consumer activists who argue that banks have not done enough to provide
relief to borrowers. Investors have had no trouble getting funding to buy bad loans from
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and the government doesn't need to encourage banks to
finance those bids, said Julia Gordon, an executive vice president at the National
Community Stabilization Trust, a nonprofit that focuses on housing.  ...
Deutsche Bank's settlement is the latest in a string of deals with big banks designed to
hold the lenders accountable for excesses in mortgage-backed securities that helped
inflate the housing bubble. ... The borrower relief provisions of these settlements have
garnered criticism from investors, community groups and others, which said the banks
have not had to bear the burden of the aid offered. ... Lawmakers including Elizabeth
Warren joined with consumer groups in 2015 to criticize the kind of government auctions
where Deutsche Bank would be funding bidders, saying that investment firms that buy
soured loans often rush to foreclose on borrowers ...
It may make sense for banks to have an incentive in their settlements to work with
nonprofits in auctions rather than investors like private equity firms to earn credit for
mortgage relief, said National Community Stabilization Trust's Gordon. "It's outrageous
to get credit for financing private equity firms," Gordon said. "I don't see how that helps
the public good." ...
 
Castro's Parting Gift: One Last Cut to FHA Premiums
by Brian Collins | http://bit.ly/2ic42G4
The Federal Housing Administration is cutting its annual mortgage insurance premium by
25 basis points, lowering it to 60 basis points starting Jan. 27, ... The move comes in the
final days of the Obama administration and it gives Department of Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Julian Castro an opportunity to tout the financial recovery the
FHA's mortgage insurance fund has made during his term.
"After four straight years of growth and with sufficient reserves on hand to meet future
claims, it's time for FHA to pass along some modest savings to working families," said
Castro. "This is a fiscally responsible measure to price our mortgage insurance in a way
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that protects our insurance fund while preserving the dream of homeownership for credit-
qualified borrowers."
The annual fee was as high as 135 basis points when FHA was dealing with high
delinquency rates and foreclosures. After cutting the annual fee in early 2015, the FHA
experienced a surge in mortgage applications that helped the fund recapitalize and
exceed its statutory 2% minimum capital requirement. ...
The move Monday may draw Republican complaints, as many GOP lawmakers have
warned Castro not to lower premiums again, citing concerns about the health of the
mortgage fund and the government's role in the mortgage market. But it is certain to
please mortgage lenders who have been calling on FHA to make a cut.
 
ATTOM: Affordability at worst point since 2008 - Percentage of unaffordable
markets more than doubles
http://bit.ly/2heitsI
Affordability in the housing market declined to its lowest level since the fourth quarter of
2008, according to the latest Home Affordability Index from ATTOM Data Solutions, a
fused property database. In the fourth quarter, 29% of U.S. county housing markets were
less affordable than their historic affordability averages, an increase from last quarter's
24%, and more than double last year's 13%. In fact, this increase marks the highest
share of unaffordable markets since the third quarter of 2009, when 47% of markets were
less affordable than their historic average.
Home prices increased once again in November by 6.8% as housing inventory dropped
8%, making affordability that much worse, according to the existing home sales report
from the National Association of Realtors. The report analyzed median home prices
derived from publicly recorded sales deed data collected by ATTOM and average wage
data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 447 U.S. counties with a combined
population of more than 184 million. The affordability index is based on the percentage of
average wages needed to make monthly house payments on a median-priced home with
a 30-year fixed rate and a 3% down payment - ...
"The prospect of further interest rate hikes in 2017 will likely cause further deterioration of
home affordability next year," Blomquist said. "Absent a strong resurgence in wage
growth, that will put downward pressure on home price appreciation in many local
markets."
However, not all economist share this view. In fact, one economist says that not only is
affordability fine, but it is actually getting better when factors such as interest rates,
inflation and household income are considered. ...
 
Castro: Housing is a 'Platform for Opportunity'
http://bit.ly/2iMKiHr
Julián Castro is ending his run as the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) on a positive note, releasing a final memo to the American
people that deems housing a "platform for opportunity." The memo calls attention to some
of HUD's top housing-related accomplishments, including its efforts to stabilize the post-
Great Recession market; help homeowners who lost their properties in Hurricane Sandy,
floods, and other natural disasters; and give public housing residents access to high-
speed internet through the ConnectHome program.
"We stabilized a housing market in crisis and then," Castro says, "through the FHA,
stepped up lending to responsible borrowers while increasing capital reserves and
lowering mortgage insurance premiums. We developed public-private partnerships to
preserve affordable housing. We affirmed the Fair Housing Act's basic principle of
desegregated communities and protected housing opportunities for all. ...
HUD also worked with the Department of Justice and 49 state attorneys general to protect
homeowners from mortgage fraud during the financial crisis. The result was a $25 billion
agreement in 2012 with the country's five largest lenders, providing relief to millions of
homeowners across the country. ...
President Obama's administration also has many things to be proud of, Castro says.
"Through the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP), Home Affordable Refinance
Program (HARP), the Hardest-Hit Fund, and the Neighborhood Stabilization Program
(NSP), the Obama Administration's efforts stabilized the economy by providing a critical
lifeline to more than 10 million distressed homeowners," Castro said. ...
 
New Fannie, Freddie Program Offers Relief to Delinquent Borrowers
http://bit.ly/2icO4bG
A new program offered by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will provide delinquent borrowers
relief through a 20 percent mortgage payment reduction, ... The program, the Flex
Modification, available by or on Oct. 1, 2017, is open to borrowers who are at least 60
days delinquent on their loan.
"The new Flex Modification announced by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (the Enterprises)
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was designed based on lessons learned from crisis-era loan modification programs to
help borrowers stay in their homes and avoid foreclosures whenever possible," says
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) Deputy Director Sandra Thompson. ...
The program will replace the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP®), which is
expiring at the end of this year. For more information, please view the Fannie Mae fact
sheet or Freddie Mac fact sheet.
 
Combining Policy and a Vision to Enable the Rebirth of Struggling
Neighborhoods
http://bit.ly/2iFUinT
As awareness has grown about housing's pivotal role in supporting quality of life and
community well-being, national, state, and local leaders are developing comprehensive
solutions that improve housing affordability, reduce concentrated poverty, and facilitate
partnerships to further improve housing-related outcomes. Yet, blighted or abandoned
properties-whether residential, commercial, or industrial-impede such housing and
neighborhood revitalization efforts and can hurt residents' health and impede individual
success. According to research funded through the How Housing Matters to Families and
Communities initiative, kindergarten readiness is related to where children grow up:
children living near foreclosures or in a poor-quality home have weaker educational
achievement, even at an early age. ...
Communities with large populations of marginalized groups are particularly vulnerable, as
the shortage of decent and affordable homes gives low-income households few options.
Recent reporting from the New York Times has highlighted the risk of foreclosed properties
reentering the supply with contracts that attempt to put all liability for uninhabitable
conditions on the new occupants. ... Even from a financial perspective, the high cost of an
abandoned home-to restore, demolish, or allow to sit as is-makes preventing
abandonment an essential policy goal for all local governments. Abandoned properties
generate no tax revenue, reduce the value of nearby properties, and create expensive
problems for fire and police departments and other municipal entities.
In Atlanta, the city pays between $1.6 million and $2.9 million annually in police, fire, and
code enforcement and other direct service costs related to blighted properties, according
to research completed in 2016. The associated reduction in property values takes another
$985,000 to $2.7 million out of the city's coffers.
A US Department of Housing and Urban Development Evidence Matters article from 2014
presented findings from nearly a decade of cost studies, including Philadelphia's lose-
lose situation, in which around 40,000 vacant private properties cost the city more than
$20 million annually to address while reducing the city's tax revenue by around $5 million
annually. And that does not count the costs of the city-owned inventory of blighted
properties. ...
The value of preventing and rapidly addressing abandonment and the net budgetary gain
from a strong code enforcement department becomes clear. ... A fresh look shows the
potential for problem properties to be restored or re-envisioned to create safe and decent
housing while improving quality of life for the existing low-income population. ... 

Freddie Mac steps in to help nonprofit investors preserve affordable housing
http://strib.mn/2gWOvHO 
Diana Dyste, who is the housing development manager at CommonBond, inspected an
apartment building that the nonprofit may buy and then renovate through the new Freddie
Mac pilot program that provided it with $2 million. More than a year ago, Deidre Schmidt,
leader of CommonBond, one of the biggest nonprofit property owners in the Midwest, had a
chance meeting with some Freddie Mac executives who were visiting the Twin Cities.
After lamenting how difficult it was for nonprofits to compete with private investors in
purchasing rental housing, the Freddie Mac folks asked what would level the playing field.
"Equity," said Schmidt, thinking nothing more would happen.
As a result of that discussion, Freddie Mac is now rolling out a pilot program that matches
nonprofits with socially conscious investors. ... The move comes as the rental market in
the Twin Cities metro area, ... nears a crisis for low-income renters. The program, which
was developed with the help of Mercy Housing and Twin Cities-based NorthMarq, aims to
radically improve the chances for nonprofits like CommonBond to preserve and acquire
unsubsidized low-income housing, also known as naturally occurring affordable housing
(NOAH), ...
CommonBond is in a unique position to test the model it helped create. Mercy, a Denver-
based nonprofit, is offering the organization a $2 million grant to acquire two apartment
buildings. But the clock is ticking. CommonBond has to identify two candidates by
February and close the deals by this summer, or forfeit the money. ...
CommonBond's efforts are part of a broader trend toward the acquisition of affordable
housing that's financed without the kinds of subsidies, including tax credits, rent
subsidies and government bonds, that have become scarce. Often, acquisitions that rely
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on such public assistance are complex and can require multiple funding sources, so they
can take years to underwrite and close. ... Freddie Mac hopes to eliminate those concerns
by creating a streamlined underwriting process that gives investors and sellers the
confidence the deal will close. The model also creates a stable mechanism to finance
those deals using equity from individuals, foundations and organizations who are looking
for opportunities to make socially conscious investments. ...
 
Wall Street, America's new landlord, kicks tenants to the curb
http://bit.ly/2hTobAg
On a chilly December afternoon in Atlanta, a judge told Reiton Allen that he had seven
days to leave his house or the marshals would kick his belongings to the curb. ... The 44-
year-old father of two had rented a single-family house from a company called HavenBrook
Homes, which is controlled by one of the world's biggest money managers, Pacific
Investment Management Co. Here in Fulton County, Georgia, such large institutional
investors are up to twice as likely to file eviction notices as smaller owners, according to a
new Atlanta Federal Reserve study. ...
Hedge funds, large investment firms and private equity companies helped the U.S.
housing market recover after the crash in 2008 by turning empty foreclosures from Atlanta
to Las Vegas into occupied rentals. Now among America's biggest landlords, some of
these companies are leaving tenants like Allen in the cold. In a business long dominated
by mom-and-pop landlords, large-scale investors are shifting collections conversations
from front stoops to call centers ...
"My hope was that these private equity firms would provide a new kind of rental housing
for people who couldn't -- or didn't want to -- buy during the housing recovery," said Elora
Raymond, the report's lead author. "Instead, it seems like they're contributing to housing
instability in Atlanta, and possibly other places."
American Homes 4 Rent, one of the nation's largest operators, and HavenBrook filed
eviction notices at a quarter of its houses, compared with an average 15 percent for all
single-family home landlords, according to Ben Miller, a Georgia State University
professor and co-author of the report. ...Diane Tomb, executive director of the National
Rental Home Council, which represents institutional landlords, said her members offer
flexible payment plans to residents who fall behind. The cost of eviction makes it "the last
option," Tomb said. ...
According to a report last year from the Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, a record
21.3 million renters spent more than a third of their income on housing costs in 2014,
while 11.4 million spent more than half. With credit tightening, the homeownership rate has
fallen close to a 51-year low. In January 2012, then-Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke encouraged investors to use their cash to stabilize the housing market and
rehabilitate the vacant single-family houses that damage neighborhoods and property
values. Now, the Atlanta Fed's own research suggests that the eviction practices of big
landlords may also be destabilizing. An eviction notice can ruin a family's credit and
make it more difficult to rent elsewhere or qualify for public assistance. ... In interviews and
court filings, renters and housing advocates said that some investment firms are
impersonal and unresponsive, slow to make necessary repairs and quick to evict tenants
who withhold rent because of complaints about maintenance. The researchers said some
landlords use an eviction notice as a "routine rent-collection strategy." ...
Researchers found that evictions for all kinds of landlords are concentrated in poor, mostly
black neighborhoods southwest of the city. But the study found the big investors evicted at
higher rates even after accounting for the demographics of the community where homes
were situated.

NCST Email Addresses
 
Sending an email to an NCST team member? Please include the
team email box. This ensures a timely response to your email in case your
primary contact is out of the office.

Desk@StabilizationTrust.org - property transaction questions and assistance
ReoTrack@StabilizationTrust.org - post-closing questions and assistance 
Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org - questions about program guidelines, target areas, and additional
programs
NewBuyer@StabilizationTrust.org - for more information about becoming an NCST buyer
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Don't Forget to Share Your Buyer Stories with NCST!
Click the "Good Story Flag" when you complete your REOTrack Reporting or email Sally. 

About NCST: The National Community Stabilization Trust (NCST) is a non-profit organization that works
to restore vacant and abandoned properties to productive use and protect neighborhoods from blight.
Our programs facilitate the rehabilitation of vacant but structurally sound homes, enable safe, targeted
demolition when necessary, and support creative and productive re-use of vacant land.

National Community Stabilization Trust | www.StabilizationTrust.org
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